
In 3 months loyalty 
program members  
spent $2.35m more  
than non-members
Dr. Axe Case Study



Dr. Axe has created the second most visited natural 
health website in the world, boasting over 10 million 
monthly visitors. Topics include nutrition, natural 
medicine, fitness, healthy recipes, home remedies 
and trending health news.

Challenge

Dr. Axe migrated from another loyalty program to receive the customisation and 
support that LoyaltyLion provides. They wanted to incorporate rewards into the cart, 
allowing shoppers to add products seamlessly when making purchases. 

Solution

LoyaltyLion designed and implemented a 
feature that, with only a few lines of code, 
enables shoppers to view and claim rewards 
directly from the cart – we call the feature 
in-cart rewards.

The in-cart rewards feature makes the 
loyalty program a seamless part of  
the checkout experience. There’s  
no need for vouchers; shoppers just add the 
reward they want in one click from the cart.

Also added was the instant points 
functionality. Shoppers can redeem the 
points they would acquire for that purchase 
in the same purchase, rather than having 
points rewarded only after the transaction 
had been completed. 



“We have been incredibly impressed with LoyaltyLion. The performance 

of the LoyaltyLion platform has been fantastic – program engagement has 

doubled in the weeks since launch. As partners, the LoyaltyLion team has 

been extremely responsive, collaborative and flexible. We look forward to 

continuing to partner with LoyaltyLion.”

Kate, Senior Product Manager, Axe Wellness

Results from first 3 months

In 3 months loyalty program members spent 
$2.35m more than non-members

Over 50%
customers enrolled in the 
loyalty program within 3 
months

2.7x 
customer spend - loyalty 
program members vs  
non-members

36% 
higher AOV when  
shoppers use  
instant points

2x 
higher purchase  
frequency than members 
who did not use a reward

300%
increased reward  
redemption with in-cart 
rewards
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